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Abstract
We derive in this an expression for the rotation of plane of polarization, of an electro-
magnetic wave, induced by the eld of a gravitational wave propagating along the same
direction  Gµd2Ω4
3ω
, ! and Ω being their respective frequencies using the geometrical
optics limit of the wave equation for elds. Estimating the eect for the case of pulses
from binary pulsars, one nds it too small to be observable, there could be other sources
like inspiralling binary or an asymmetric neutron star where the eect could be in the
observable region.
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The existence of gravitational waves is although conrmed from the binary pulsar data,
attempts to detect directly have been pursued for over three decades with all the avail-
able technology. In this letter we pose a question whether one could detect these waves
through their interaction with electromagnetic waves. In fact, both electromagnetism
and gravitation being long range interactions, described through respective elds, it is
possible that there exist an interaction between the two and some imprint of gravita-
tional waves gets etched on electromagnetic waves through space time curvature. As it
is far more easier to detect electromagnetic waves, we propose that using wave equation
for electromagnetic eld components on curved space time, one could get a dispersion
relation in the geometrical optics limit that shows a formal rotation of the plane of polar-






which depends on the fourth power of the gravitational wave frequency could become
detectable through pulsar radiation (Han et al 1998), for systems with very high fre-
quency Ω.
It has been shown (Mohanty and Prasanna, 1998) that the wave equation for the elec-
tromagnetic eld tensor in curved spacetime involves a coupling with the Riemann as
well as Ricci curvatures of the background spacetime, and is given by
rµrµFαβ +RαβµνF µν +RµαFβµ −RµβFαµ = 0: (1)
Considering the space time outside material distribution Rµν = 0, but having non-zero
curvature produced by plane gravitational waves we look for a solution of (1) in the
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(Ehlers and Prasanna, 1996), wherein the phase functions s (electromagnetic) and S
(gravitational) are rapidly varying as compared to their respective amplitudes and the
smallness parameter  = λ
L
, is the ratio of wavelength to the background scale length.




(gβµ,αν + gαν,βµ − gαµ,βν − gβν,αµ)F µν = 0 (5)
Using (2)-(4) in (5) and denoting the wave vectors



















(‘ν‘αγβµ + ‘β‘µγνα − ‘β‘νγαµ − ‘α‘µγβν)
+ i

[(@ν‘α@ν + ‘ν@α) γβµ + (@µ‘β + ‘β@µ + ‘µ@β) γαν
− (@ν‘β + ‘β@ν@β) γαµ − (@ν‘α + ‘α@µ + ‘µ@α) γβν ]
+ (@ν@αγβµ + ‘β@µγνα − @ν@βγαµ − @µ@αγνβ)g eis/fµν = 0
(7)




f‘ν‘αγ0βµ + ‘β‘µγνα − ‘β‘νγ0αµ − ‘α‘µγ0βνg fµν0 = 0 (8)
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Assuming the curvature to be due to plane monochromatic gravitational wave propa-
gating in the z-direction, the space time metric would be given by
dS2 = dt2 − (1− hxx) dx2 − (1 + hxx) dy2 + 2hxydxdy − dz2 (9)
Further, considering the electromagnetic wave also to be along the z-direction, one has
the folowing wave vectors
‘α = (0; 0; ‘;Ω)
kα = (0; 0; k; !)
(10)









which may be written for the electric elds f 01 and f 02

 (!
2 − k2) + Ω2γ11eiS/ Ω2γ12eiS/
Ω2γ21e








 = 0 (12)
The condition for the non-trivial solution for f 01, f 02 yields the dispersion relation
(
!2 − k2
)2 − Ω4 (γ211 + γ212) e2iS/ = 0
or






It is well known that for the eld of the weak gravitational wave, from the point masses
in a Keplerian orbit (binary system), the metric potentials are given by (Peters and
Mathews, 1963)
hxx = −GΩ23r (Qxx −Qyy) eiΩ(t−z) = −hyy





2 cos2  
Qyy = d
2 sin2  
Qxy = d




being the reduced mass of M1, M2,the two pulsar masses and d = a
(1−e2)
(1+e cosψ)
while the angular velocity
_ =
[G (M1 +M2) a (1− e)]1/2
d
(16)
As we have γ11 = hxxe
iS/, γ12 = hxye









Since the gravitational waves propagate with the same phase velocity as electromagnetic
waves, one gets the dispersion relation for electromagnetic waves to be




Thus the electromagnetic pulse passing through the eld of gravitational waves will have













Consider the follwing examples:
(a) For the Hulse-Taylor binary 1913+16, the values of the relevant parameters are
 = 0:7M, d  2 secs, orbital period = P = 2piΩ = 2.7906.98 sec (Weisberg
and Taylor 1984) . Considering the pulsar beam of frequency !  400 MHz, the
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optical rotation over a distance of  102kpc is   10−28rad, which is very small.
(b) On the other hand, if one considers the gravitational waves from an inspiralling
binary (Nakamura et al 1998) with a pulsar with d  100km, between the two




]1/4  5 10−3 sec. for M1
 M2  1.4 M. For this system, the optical rotation of a 400 MHz radio signal
over a distance of  100Mpc turns out to be   1:9 10−10rad.
(c) Finally considering the gravitational waves from an assymetric pulsar (Thorne
1997) with a non-zero quadrupole moment parametrized by GMR2, the emitted
gravitational wave will have the amplitude h  ηGMR2Ω2
r
. Using this for the metric









and the corresponding optical rotation, for M  1:4M, R  10 km, Ω = 2pi10−3 s,
over a distance of 100 Mpc is
  2:8  10−8 radians (21)
If  is not too small, it may be possible to observe the signature of gravitational
waves from such a pulsar.
In conclusion, it may be noted that the electromagnetic radiation emitted from a region
which is also emitting suciently strong gravitational radiation, would suer gravity
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induced birefringence which over a long distance can materialise as a rotation of the
plane of polarization of the electromagnetic signal, thus establishing the presence of
gravitational waves.
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